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Shortage of installer in electric mobility: Charging station manufacturer 
LIBREO cooperates with installer portal Installion 

Cologne / Kitzingen, June 09, 2022: The mobility transition requires a rapid expansion of charging infrastructure 
and the consistent use of renewable energies. Installion, the digital installer platform, specializes in the 
installation of climate protection technologies such as photovoltaics, energy storage and charging stations. 
However, the desire for a quick realization often fails due to a lack of installer. So, it is important to use available 
working hours efficiently. The charging technology and communication system developed by LIBREO allow 
charging stations to be installed much faster and without any IT efforts. 

Many charging stations on the market require existing 
internet access or a stable cellular network to provide 
important functions. However, in underground parking, 
parking garages or in rural areas, the data network availability 
can be disrupted and thus cause malfunctions. In addition, 
when integrating charging stations into the company 
networks, special requirements of IT compliance must be 
observed. To be able to carry out the installation on site 
quickly and safely, LIBREO is taking a new approach: With the 
intelligent offline functionality of the LIBREO charging stations, 
no internet connection is required on site and there is no need 
for a costly installation of communication lines. This means all 
functions important to the charging infrastructure, such as the 
increase of solar power own consumption, the integration of 
smart home systems and the activation of users, are available 
locally without additional internet access or a mobile network. The bidirectional, encrypted communication channel 
between the charging station and the LIBREO portal takes place via the LIBREO app as soon as the user’s smartphone 
has network coverage. Frequent over-the-air updates ensure a growing functionality and future-proof operation. 

With LIBREO charging stations, the share of solar power during charging and thus the self-consumption for the 
photovoltaic system owner can be increased without any installation efforts. The charging station function "solar power 
optimizer" is fully compatible with all photovoltaic systems and battery systems. Installion co-founder Florian Meyer-
Delpho explains: “With no other charging station on the market can self-consumption be realized so quickly and 
efficiently. The integrated solar power optimizer has its own intelligence and is activated with just one click in the app. 
Complex measurement technology or communication connection, as with other manufacturers, is no longer necessary. 
This saves our installers valuable time and allows us to install significantly more charging stations in the same amount 
of time. With the sophisticated technology, service calls after installation can be reduced significantly, which increases 
the attractiveness of the charging station for the processing trade." 

LIBREO is constantly expanding its network of nationwide specialist partners. "Installion and its digital platform enable 
us to realize our ambition of a fast implementation of charging infrastructure in Germany. Through the cooperation 
with Installion, it is now possible to obtain LIBREO charging infrastructure including professional installation service 
nationwide", adds Bernhard Beck, Managing Director of LIBREO GmbH. The installation technicians are continuously 
trained by LIBREO and can competently take over the installation both in the private and commercial sector. 

From Installion's point of view, the mobility revolution can only succeed with smart, easy-to-install products. In the 
competition for the scarce commodity of mounting capacity, installation speed, ease of configuration and reliability are 
key factors. In addition, e-mobility should be suitable for the future and sustainable. LIBREO therefore focuses on quality 
and long-term use and gives its charging stations over-the-air updates so that the charging experience remain state-of-
the-art for years to come. Please visit us from June 21 to 23 at E-World 2022 in Essen (booth 4.324). 
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LIBREO relies on future-proof functions such as the solar power 
optimizer, which can also be used offline and without any IT and 
installation efforts. 



 

About Installion: Founded in 2019, Installion is a B2B digital platform for contracting and project management of 
energy transition projects in the fields of photovoltaics, battery storage technology and electric mobility. Only the 
widespread deployment of these technologies can delay climate change. With its strong partner network of thousands 
of contractors, installers, and technology manufacturers, Installion can drive the energy transition across Germany. The 
sophisticated Installion portal makes it possible to create and execute installation orders quickly, digitally, and efficiently. 
Due to the shortage of installers, the Cologne-based company is also setting up 20 own installers branch offices across 
Germany to ensure the nationwide, regional realization of installation projects. For more information, visit 
www.installation.eu 

About LIBREO: LIBREO combines two decades of solar power experience with the innovative power of a start-up. In 
Kitzingen, in Lower Franconia, LIBREO develops and produces the new charging station series LIBREO HOME for private 
use and LIBREO PRO for use in business. Sustainability and climate protection are just as important to LIBREO as 
consistent quality and compliance with standards. Under the motto "Feel the freedom of charging", the company shows 
what is possible in the area of charging infrastructure and how EV charging is becoming a matter of course in modern 
everyday life. For more information, visit www.libreo.de 
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